
Be it known to all users of eBuySugar.com that a Platform Usage Fee shall be levied, as specified in the 
table hereinbelow. It is imperative to note that said charges exclusively pertain to users engaged in the 
production and sale of sugar on the platform, and buyers shall remain exempt from any such charges.

Users are hereby apprised that the implementation of the aforementioned Platform Usage Fee aligns 
with the prevailing terms and conditions of eBuySugar.com. It is incumbent upon users involved in 
sugar production and subsequent selling activities on the platform to fulfill their obligation of remitting 
the specified charges as delineated in the table.

Please refer to the table below for a comprehensive understanding of the Platform Usage Fee structure:

This communication is issued with the express purpose of preserving the seamless functionality and 
ongoing enhancement of the eBuySugar.com platform, with the utmost commitment to delivering an 
unparalleled user experience to our esteemed users.

The levying of charges shall become effective commencing from July 6, 2023, and is envisaged as an 
essential measure in furtherance of the above mentioned objectives..

Users are advised to take note of the above and ensure that you have read the updated Terms 
of Use and agree the same. 

For and behalf of, 
JK Sugars & Commodities Pvt. Ltd. 

Uppal Shah 
Managing Director 
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Platform Usage Charges (PUC)
for products: 1) eBuy  2) eTender  3) eAuction

₹ 5 per quintal

Amount Particular
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